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Compound nature of the reaction C( N, Li) Ne~
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It is found that the statistical model accounts rather mell for the absolute cross sections
measured recently for the reaction C( N, Li) Ne at Ec~.-24 and 36 MeV and for the
integrated ~Be yields observed in the ~2C+ 4N reaction at Ec~ =16-28 MeV. These results
demonstrate that compound-nucleus formation folio@red by the emission of complex particles
such as 8Li or YBe occurs with sizable cross sections in these reactions.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS ~2C + ' N compound reactions, complex particle emis-
sion, statistical model calculations. 2C(~4N, Li), E,~ =24, 36 MeV, cal-
culated 0(8); E,m=36, 55 MeV, calculated 8Li evaporation spectra shapes.

'2C('4N, 2p), ( N, o.), ( N, YBe), Ei,b =12-60 MeV; calculated integrated yields.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the attx'active features of heavy-ion-
induced reactions is the opportunity which they
present for the study of nuclear correlations
through the simultaneous transfer of many nucle-
ons to the target or projectile in a direct process.
A carefully documented example of this is the ~C-
( C, n)"Ne reaction, in which certain states in
"Ne appear to be populated preferentially through
transfer of eight nucleons. ' The C("N, 'Li)"Ne
reaction, however, represents a more controver-
sial situation. In two recent experimental studies
of this reaction, ' it was argued that the compound-
nucleus amplitudes would be expected to be small,
and that the data constitute evidence for direct
eight-nucleon transfer. A more recent publication
by Belote et g/. Presents evidence suggesting that
the reaction proceeds primarily via compound-
nucleus formation. In particular, angular distri-
butions for the ~C("N, 'Li)"Ne reaction at g,
-36 MeV (see Fig. 1) exhibit an approximate sym-
metry about 8 =90 (c.m. ) which is well reproduced
by a (sing) ' angular dependence. ' This is present-
ly the main evidence which has been advanced for
the compound nature of the re'action. ~ In addition
to the shape of the angular distributions, however,
both the relative and absolute values of the cross
sections to the various excited states of 'Ne and
the shape of the 'I i particle spectrum contain sig-
nificant information concerning the mechanisms
involved. A comparison of quantitative predictions
of a compound-nucleus or statistical model to these
data was therefore undertaken in an attempt to e'.u-
cidate the nature of these reaction mechanisms and
to clarify several of the points raised in Hefs. 2-4.
The results of this comparison are a further dem-

onstration that compound-nucleus formation is the
pre8ominant mechanism in this reaction.

II. STATISTICAL MODEL CAL'CULATIONS

Average compound-nucleus cross sections were
calculated with the Hauser-Feshbach' expression

(2g+1)o...= w a„')~~(2 „)(2.„)
(QTp), .(Z &", ),,„

[ 2 &f"I~..
using the computer code STATIS.6 The notation
for Eq. (1) follows Vogt et al. ,' in which the un-
primed quantities refer to the incoming channel e,
primed quantities to the exit channel e', and the
sum in the denominator runs ovex all possible out-
going channels. The quantum numbers of each
channel c are c = (n, f,i, s, 1,J', s), where o, labels
the pair of particles and their state of excitation,
I and j are the ground-state spins of the target and
projectile, s is the channel spin, / the orbital an-
gular momentum, and J" the total angular momen-
tum and parity. The effects of spin-orbit forces,
isospin, and y-ray decay are expected to be small
for the present calculations and have been neglect-
ed. The expression for the differential cross sec-
tion used in the code STATIS differs from (1) only
in the introduction of angular momentum recoupling
coefficients, ' and hence is not reproduced here.

Optical mod-el parameters used to calculate the
transmission coefficients T, fox the 10 major chan-
nels considex'ed in the calculation are presented in
Table I. Insofa, r as possible, they are obtained
from analyses of elastic scattering data. ' "

The quantity [Q,-,- ~ Tt-]z „ in the denominator
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TABLE I. Optical-model parameters for the ' C+ ' N reactions.

R 0 0 ao R,. =r A'/'
i

Ref.
R coulomb

2"'Al + n
"Mg+p

Mg+ d
Na+a

2 iNa +~He

2'Ne+5Li
2oNe+6Li
' F+7Be
isF+sBe
i4N+ 12C

48 2 —o 3Ec.m.

52.2 —0,3Ec.m.

61.2
54.4
54 4
35.5
35.5
35.4
35,4
14.0

3.66
3.66
4.08
4.76
4.76

1.74ATi/3

174A '/'

1.35(A + A2 )

0.65 11.50 ~

0.65 11.50 8

0.57 17.40
0.53 9.80 b

0.53 9.80 b

0.92 7.94 ~

0.92 7.94 ~

1,05 11.50
1.05 11.50
0.35 0.4+ 0.1Ec.m "

3,66
3.66
3.14
4.76
4.76
1.71A,'"
1.71ATi/3

2.13A
2.13ATi/3

1.40(A f + A2 )

0.47 0.0
0.47 3.66
0.85 4.08
0.53 3,92
0.53 3,92
0.89 6.79
0.89 6,79
0.62 6.79
0.62 6.79
0.35 6.58

7
7
8
9
9

10
10
10
10
11

' Surface absorption potential. Volume absorption potential.

p(V, Z, v) =I/2p(V, Z).
(2)

In Eq. (2) the quantity V =E —S = at —t is the exci-
tation energy corrected for the pairing energy A,
t is the nuclear temperature, and a =8„tltt' is the
spin cutoff factor with J„the rigid-body moment of
inertia. Values listed in Table II for the single-
particle 1.evel-density parameter, a, are those
given by Facchini and Saetta-Menichella, "who

use the pairing energy corrections of Gilbert and
Cameron. '4

Confidence in the choice of optical-model and
level-density parameters was gained from the good
agreement found in a comparison of calculated and
measured" absolute cross sections for certain

of Eq. (1}, representing the total number of chan-
nels open for the decay of the compound nucleus,
was evaluated using discrete levels of known spin
and parity up to an excitation energy p«T in each
residual nucleus (see Table II). From EcUr to the
highest allowed energy, the sum was replaced by
an integral over states in the continuum calculated
using a level density formula given by

(2Z+I)
»a"'(V+ t)"'(2a')'"

1 2-
x exp 2(aV)'"—

~C+"N induced reactions at low energies (E,- 10 MeV) where compound-nucleus formation is
known to be predominant. In particular, cross
sections for the population of low-lying states by

p, d, and z emission were reproduced to within
(and usually much better than) a factor of 2.

An important quantity entering into the statisti-
cal model for a heavy-ion reaction at much higher
bombarding energies is the limiting angular mo-
mentum J, beyond which compound-nucleus forma-
tion does not occur. This limiting angular momen-
tum can depend on the dynamics of the entrance
channel" but in any case cannot exceed the graz-
ing angular momentum in the entrance channel or
the maximum angular momentum J, which the
compound nucleus can support at the excitation
energy fixed by the center-of-mass energy and Q
value. Lacking precise knowledge of both g, and

J„we have made the somewhat arbitrary approx-
imation J, = J, and have estimated J, by consider-
ing the moments of inertia 8 obtained by fitting
rotational energy levels for the mass-26 nuclei
(8 =0.558„}, and have further assumed that 8
approaches the rigid-body value 8„at high exci-
tation energies. Values of J, =14 and 18k were
used for E, =24 and 36 MeV, respectively, and
correspond to values of g equal to 0.7 and 0.8 of
the rigid-body limit, where 8„=-',pa~' and B

TABLE II. Level density parameters for the ' C+ ' N reactions.

Residual nucleus 2sAl 2~Mg 24Mg 2'Na 2iN 2oNe i9F 18F '4N

a/A a

Db (MeV)
&CUT' (MeV)

No. of discrete
levels

0.148
2.67
5.06

18.

0.148
2.46
5.00

18

0.149
5.13

10.07

28

0 ~ 167
0.0
4.36

19

0.152
2.67
6.51

20

0.152
2.46
5.77

20

0.152
5.13
9.50

19

0.152
2.67
5.94

23

0.152
0.0
4.96

22

0.152
0.0

' Level density parameters from Ref. 13.
Pairing energies from Ref. 14.
Excitation energy in residual nucleus above which level density formula is used.
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=1.4&+' fm. These values of g, are significantly
less than the grazing angular momenta in the en-
trance channel (-1V and -218', respectively); the
flux in the surface partial waves is most probably
accounted for by few-nucleon transfer reactions,
inelastic scattering, and other direct processes.
[The single-neutron transfer reaction "C("W,"C)-
isN observed by von Qertzen e,f gl. at g, =36
MeV has cross sections in the 1-10 mb/sr range.
As would be expected, a statistical calculation
underestimates the cross section for this clearly
direct reaction by a large factor of -103.]

III. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Predicted and measured angular distributions
for states in ' Ne below 10 MeV excitation and
populated at E, =36 MeV are compared in Fig. 1.
The over-all agreement for the shapes and rela-
tive and absolute values of the cross sections is
excellent. Figure 2 presents a similar compari-
son to experimental data' at g, =24 MeV. Since
the statistical model overestimates the cross sec-
tions at this energy, the absolute theoretical val-
ues are shown divided by a factor of 2 (dashed
line) in order to facilitate comparison of the shapes
and relative magnitudes.

The energy spectrum of 'Li particles at g, =36
MeV indicates~ ~ a number of selectively populated

states which appear as resolved or partially re-
solved groups superimposed on a smoothly vary-
ing background [Fig. 3(a)]. These groups corre-
spond most likely to high-spin states. The origin
of the background above 10 MeV excitation is pre-
sumably the many closely spaced levels of lower
spin which are not resolved in the experiment. At

-55 MeV, however, the 'Li spectra4 show
little evidence of the selective population of high-
spin states [Fig. 3(b)].

The shape of the 'Li "background" yield may be
calculated within the statistical model by using a
level-density formula to approximate the spectrum
of excitation in Ne. The results of such a calcu-
lation at g, =36 and 55.4 MeV are compared to
the experimental data in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), re-
spectively. The contribution from the two-step
decay process C("W, n)"Wa ('Li)"0 will be im-
portant only for very low 'Li energies and has not
been included in the calculated 'Li yield. Since
an absolute normalization for these spectra is not
given in Ref. 4, the predicted yields have been
normalized to the data. The predicted and mea-
sured shapes of the 'Li spectra agree fairly well.

The absence of selectively populated groups in
the 'Li spectrum at g, = 55 MeV [Fig. 3(b)] also
can be explained by the statistical model. At low-
er bombarding energies (E, %36 MeV), a strong
angular momentum mismatch between the maxi-
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FIG. 1. Absolute Hauser-Feshbach statistical-model
calculations compared with experimental angular distri-
butions from Ref. 4 for low-lying states in ~ONe populated
by the 2C(i4N, ~Li)20Ne reaction at E, =36 MeV.

FIG. 2. Angular distributions for the '2C('4N, ~Li)20Ne

reaction at 8, =24 MeV from H,ef. 2. Statistical-
model cross sections shown here by the dashed lines
have been normalized downward by a factor of 2.
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FIG. 3. (a) Statistical-model calculation of the shape
of the Li "evaporation" spectrum for E,.~. =36 MeV.
The data are from Ref. 4. (b) Similar calculation for
E&~.= 55.4 MeV. A maximum angular momentum in the
compound nucleus of J, =24 was used.

IV. UNCERTAINTIES IN THE STATISTICAL

CALCULATIONS

The cross sections evaluated with Eq. (1) are
subject to uncertainties in the optical-model trans-
mission coefficients, level. densities of residual
nuclei, and the angular momentum cutoff J,. Each

mum angular momentum in the compound nucleus
and the maximum orbital angular momentum avail-
able to the 'Li+"Ke system requires that the re-
sidual states in ' Ne have high spin. In going to
higher bombarding energies, the maximum angu-
lar momentum of the compound nucleus J, in-
creases slowly whereas the increased kinetic en-
ergy available in the 'Li+ 'Ne channel results in
an enhanced cross section for the lower-spin
states in "Ne. Thus, it is a reduction in this an-
gular momentum mismatch for a reaction proceed-
ing through the compound nucleus which 'is respon-
sible for the absence of selectively populated
groups at very high bombarding energies.

of these will be discussed in turn.
The transmission coefficients for the exit chan-

nels 'Li+' Ne and 'Be+'9F were derived from the
surface absorption parameters of Bethge, Fou,
and Zurmuhle. " If their volume absorption para-
metrization of the 'Li+"Ne optical potential had
been used, the calculated 'Li cross sections would
be increased by about 15% for E, =24 MeV and
reduced by about 25% for E, =36 MeV.

A further uncertainty in the transmission coeffi-
cient concerns the effect of 'Li dissociation and
direct transfer reactions on the imaginary poten-
tial derived from analyses of elastic scattering
data. Since breakup and direct transfer reactions
remove flux from the 'Li elastic scattering chan-
nel without compound-nucleus formation, the use
of optical-model transmission coefficients ob-
tained from fits to elastic scattering results in an
overestimate of the compound-nucleus formation
cross section. If, for example, the 'Li imaginary
potential depth is reduced by 50% in order to simu-
late the effects of breakup and direct reactions,
the calculated cross sections for the reaction "C-
("N, 'Li)' Ne at E, =36 MeV decrease by about
30%. We expect that reasonable variations in the
~-particle optical-model parameters will indicate
uncertainties in the 'Li cross sections of a similar
magnitude (i.e. , -30%), since the o-particle yield
is the dominant contribution to the denominator of
Eq. (1).

At high energies, the choice of the "C+"N op-
tical-model potential has practically no effect on
the predicted cross sections because the entrance
channel transmission coefficients are limited by
the amount of angular momentum which the "Al
compound nucleus can support (yrast cutoff) to
those whose I values correspond to complete ab-
sorption.

The level-density parameters a given in Ref. 13
were obtained from an analysis" in which a rigid-
body moment of inertia given by 8„=-',mAg' and

g =1.4A' ' fm was used to parametrize the spin
distribution of the level density. We have employed
a somewhat larger moment of inertia, with radius
g =1.5A"' fm in calculating the spin cutoff factor
O'. This serves to increase the density of high-
spin states in the residual nuclei and thereby re-
duce the compound-nucleus cross section for a
particular state. The reduction for calculations
at E, =36 MeV is about a factor of 2. Since the
value of g =1.4A'~' fm used in Ref. 13 was obtained
from a shell-model calculation of the average val-
ue of (m~') (the projection of the total angular mo-
mentum for states around the Fermi level), it is
not unreasonable that a larger value of the mo-
ment of inertia should be appropriate in a statis-
tical calculation where very high excitation ener-
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gies and angular momenta are involved. " At low
bombarding energies (E, -10 MeV), this change
in the radius has little effect.

The absolute cross sections at high bombarding
energies are very sensitive to the choice of the
yrast cutoff J, in the compound nucleus. At E,
=36 MeV, the cross sections increase (decrease)
by roughly a factor of 2 for an increase (decrease)
of one unit in the value of J,. This sensitivity is
reduced at lower energies and corresponds to a
factor of 1.75 at E, =24 MeV.

An explicit consideration of isospin conserva-
tion" has not been included in the present calcula-
tion. This is equivalent to assuming that all levels
populated in this reaction in the compound nucleus
and in the residual nuclei have T =0 or T=-,' ac-
cording to whether the residual nucleus is even or
odd A. Under this assumption, the T =1 state at
3.562 MeV in 'Li should not be populated provided
that the residual ' Ne nucleus is left in a T =0
state. It is interesting to note, in this regard,
that in the 'Li spectra of Hefs. 2-4, no group ap-
pears which would correspond to 'Li (T = 1, E,
=3.56}+' Ne (T =0, @„=0). Within the statistical
precision of these spectra, isospin apparently re-
mains a good quantum number in "Al even to exci-
tation energies as high as 50 MeV.

V; DISCUSSION

The striking feature of these statistical calcula-
tions is that the predicted cross sections are com-
parable to or, at E, =24 MeV, somewhat larger
than, those measured. This result is in contradic-
tion with arguments'3 that the compound system
is unlikely to decay into 'Li+"Ne and that the ob-
served large cross sections therefore indicate a
direct reaction. The prediction of relative yields
is in excellent agreement with the data and the
shapes of the 'Li particle spectra are well repro-
duced. These results demonstrate that the reac-
tion mechanism is predominantly compound. Fur-
thermore, similar statistical calculations predict
that the integrated 'Li yield should be larger than
the 'Li, 'Be, and 'Be yields, in rough agreement
with the observations in Refs. 2 and 3. The fact
that the cross sections do not show strong fluctua-
tions' is not necessarily inconsistent with com-
pound-nucleus formation since fluctuations are
expected to be damped by the entrance and exit
channel spine of (at least) 1K. Finally, forward-
and backward-peaked angular distributions and
total cross sections with an approximate 2 J +1
dependence are predicted by the statistical model.
Thus many of the observed properties of these re-
actions (particularly when only forward-angle data
have been measured) which have been cited as evi-
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FIG. 4. Absolute statistical-model calculations com-
pared with experimental integrated yields for various
2C+ N reaction products (Ref. 20). The 2 Na yield

has been calculated assuming the successive emission
of two protons. The stopping powers given by L. C.
Northcliffe and R. F. Schilling [Nucl. Data A7, 233
(1970)] were used in the calculation of the thick target
yields.

dence for a direct mechanism are in fact well ex-
plained by the statistical model.

The recent measurements by Holub et al.' on
'Be radioactivity produced in the bombardment of
a thick carbon target by 16-58-MeV '4N ions pro-
vide a significant test of the assumptions made. in
the statistical calculations described above. If the
compound nucleus is indeed formed and reaches
equilibrium, and if complex particles such as 'Li
are emitted through statistical processes, then the
emission of 'Be should also occur in a proportion
governed primarily by the reaction threshold,
transmission coefficients, and level densities. The
experimental integrated yields for 'Be, "Na (n-
particle emission), and "Na (successive two-pro-
ton emission} are shown in Fig. 4 together with
our statistical -model calculations. The excellent
agreement shown here further indicates the im-
portance of compound processes in the "C("N, 'Li}-
' Ne reaction.

Noting that 'Be has about the same threshold for
breakup as 'Li, the good agreement found for 'Be
emitted with both low and high energies from the
compound nucleus suggests that breakup effects
for 'Be and for 'Li may not be a serious problem
for the present calculation.

In conclusion, the over-all agreement with ex-
periment obtained with the statistical model for
the reactions ~C("N, 'Li)"Ne and "C(' N, 'Be)' F
demonstrates that the formation of the statistical
compound nucleus and subsequent emission of com-
plex and loosely bound particles such as 'Li and
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'Be occurs with sizable cross sections in this
heavy-ion reaction. A similar conclusion for the
case of o.-particle bombardment of C and "0has
been drawn by Rudy et al." (lt was first empha-
sized by Cohen that the emission of complex parti-
cles as well as single nucleons reflects the degen-
erate fermion nature of the nuclear system ").We
emphasize that, while the over-all agreement
shown in Figs. 1-4 cannot rule out the possibility
of there being some direct component for eight-
nucleon transfer to a particular state in "Ne, this
agreement does point out the need for extreme
caution in attempting to derive nuclear structure
information from a direct reaction interpretation.
Compound processes clearly account for the bulk
of the reaction.

The success of the present Hauser-Feshbach
calculations in quantitatively accounting for the
observed yields in this particular heavy-ion reac-
tion suggests that such calculations should be per-
formed regularly as a part of the analysis of sim-
ilar reaction data. The ability to reliably esti-
mate (i.e., to within a factor of -2) the compound

contribution to a reaction often can be of consider-
able help in establishing whether the reaction
mechanism is predominantly direct or compound.
Recent examples of this are the reactions C-
("N, d)"Mg (Ref. 23) and "0("N, 'Li)"Mg (Ref. 24).

Finally, we note that the compound process it-
self can provide valuable nuclear structure infor-
mation; first, as a means for selectively populat-
ing high-spin states in "Ne. Secondly, the sensi-
tivity of such reactions as ~C("N, 'Li)"Ne to the
limiting angular momentum for compound-nucleus
formation might be exploited in further measure-
ments to investigate this quantity and its relation
to the moment of inertia and yrast levels at very
high excitation in "Al.

Note added in Proof: A recent calculation by
Wilczynski [Nucl. Phys. A216, 366 (1973)] of the
limiting orbital angular momentum for compound-
nucleus formation yields the value l„,-, =17 for
~C + "N. Considering the entrance channel spin
of 1h, this compares favorably with the value J,
=18 which was users in our calculations at E, =36
MeV.
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